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The classic for field service 

The perfect signature pad for right-handed people… 

The most secure pads in the world Made in Germany. 

Stability and ergonomics at its most beautiful 

…and for left-handed people 

This signature pad offers the highest quality and security, 
developed and produced in Germany. Among the security 
features not to be missed are the standard encryption and 
document transfer of high-resolution biometric signature 
directly to the signature pad, high optical and temporal 
resolution including pressure resolution and the internal 
signature creation unit. It is the only way to sign safely in 
accordance with strict EU directives. 
More information on secAsym processes on page 11 
 

1. Extra wide writing surface with scratch-resistant surface for 
recording signatures for ID, including double-barrel names. 

2. Pen holder and attachment with tear-proof spiral cord. 
3. Pen holder for use at service counters. 
4. Status LED lights (orange = ready/ green = signature mode) 

The ample space to rest your hand next to the slightly off-set writing 
surface and ultra-flat structure means that for the first time your 
hand position will feel as natural as if you were signing on paper. 

In contrast to many other graphic tablets and pen pads, the 
naturaSign series runs on a powerful 32-bit processor. This 
computing power not only enables an enormous recording speed of 
500 4D coordinates per second, which is a key factor in the quality of 
real-time acquisition, but also real-time encryption with AES 256 bit. 
The min. 512 pressure steps  are also beyond any doubt. 

A pad with an LCD screen that is as thin as a CD case, yet offering 
extreme stability! 40% of its 1 cm depth is dedicated to reinforcing 
the casing. This design also contributes to its high level of stability. 

With its standard mini USB connection, there are no more problems 
with cable length. While desktop computers often require a long 
connection cable, with laptops this is a hindrance. The inconvenience 
of having to connect the cable under the table in fixed workstations 
is also gone. Now you have the choice! 

With the aid of the “turn”        symbol on the screen, you can rotate 
the display and therefore the signature pad. The slightly off-set 
writing surface and hand rest means that left-handers can also sign in 
ergonomic comfort. 
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Manufacturer: StepOver GmbH 

Country of origin: Germany 
 
Further information and prices are available from the 
following product link: 
 

www.StepOverInfo.net/ClaPad 

naturaSign Pad Classic 


